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Dear Friends and Colleagues.
The numbers look pretty good.  Compared to the previous 2 weeks, cases in the U.S. and
Colorado are down 31% and 46%, deaths in the U.S. and Colorado are down 4% and 58%, and
hospitalizations in the U.S. and Colorado are down 7% and 17% respectively.  A similar trend is
seen in our hospitals, and despite a clinically impactful baseline number of hospitalized Covid
patients (47 at UCH as of this morning), our hospitals are returning to more normal

operations.  On January 8th, IHME (http://www.healthdata.org/covid/updates) estimated that
our effective R in Colorado was 0.89; we want R to be < 1.0 to contain the pandemic.
 
A key question is when can we return to a more normal life?  An article in the NYTs this
morning addressed this topic with data that I thought helped put this question in perspective
(https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/01/24/us/covid-vaccine-rollout.html). 
Unfortunately, given the persistence of the virus in our population, too many people are at
risk during the rollout of our vaccination program.  In this article, a group of modelers from
Columbia University project that in the U.S.:

·       Relaxing current restrictions in February will result in 29M more infections
·       Relaxing current restriction in mid-March will result in 6M more infections
·       Strengthening current restrictions through July will result in 19M fewer infections

The bottom line is that current restrictions should not be lifted until late summer and a strong
case could be made to strengthen current restrictions. 
 
However, the emergence of new strains of SARS-CoV-2 in the UK, South Africa, and Brazil
could complicate this situation.  If these strains turn out to be more transmissible or
immunologically and pathogenically distinct (see attached Science commentary), it’s quite
possible, we’re experiencing the calm before the storm.  There is a huge gap of knowledge
between these mutant strains of SARS-CoV-2 and the potential impact on Covid-19.  To
address this unmet need, the WHO has called for a global effort to sequence more SARS-CoV-
2 genomes to understand that relationship between viral mutations, transmissibility, immune
responsiveness, and treatment.  I think this represents a critically important area of research. 
Eric Poeschla has agreed to address this topic in an upcoming Medicine Grand Rounds.
 
Fortunately, new effective therapeutic approaches are rapidly emerging, such as full
anticoagulation in hospitalized (non-ICU) patients (https://www.nih.gov/news-events/news-
releases/full-dose-blood-thinners-decreased-need-life-support-improved-outcome-
hospitalized-covid-19-patients) and use of colchicine prior to hospitalization
(https://thecanadian.news/2021/01/23/major-breakthrough-large-study-shows-effectiveness-
of-colchicine-to-treat-covid-19/).  Last week’s Town Hall with focused on vaccine distribution,
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W
hen the number of COVID-19 cases 


began to rise again in Manaus, 


Brazil, in December 2020, Nuno 


Faria was stunned. The virologist 


at Imperial College London had 


just co-authored a paper in Science 


estimating that three-quarters of the city’s 


inhabitants had already been infected with 


SARS-CoV-2, the pandemic coronavirus—


more than enough, it seemed, for herd immu-


nity to develop. The virus should be done with 


Manaus. Yet hospitals were filling up again. 


“It was hard to reconcile these two things,” 


Faria says. He started to hunt for samples he 


could sequence to find out whether changes 


in the virus could explain the resurgence.


On 12 January, Faria and his colleagues 


posted their initial conclusions on the web-


site virological.org. Thirteen of 31 samples 


collected in mid-December in Manaus turned 


out to be part of a new viral lineage they 


called P.1.  Much more research is needed, but 


they say one possibility is that in some peo-


ple, P.1 eludes the human immune response 


triggered by the lineage that ravaged the city 


earlier in 2020.


Emerging variants of the coronavirus have 


been in the news ever since scientists raised 


the alarm over B.1.1.7, a SARS-CoV-2 variant 


that first caught scientists’ attention in Eng-


land in December and that is more trans-


missible than previously circulating viruses 


(Science, 8 January, p. 108). But now, they’re 


also focusing on a potential new threat: vari-


ants that could do an end run around the 


human immune response. Such “immune 


escapes” could mean more people who have 


had COVID-19 remain susceptible to reinfec-


tion, and that proven vaccines may, at some 


point, need an update.


At a World Health Organization (WHO) 


meeting on 12 January, hundreds of re-


searchers  discussed the most important 


scientific questions raised by the wave of 


new mutations. WHO also convened its 


COVID-19 Emergency Committee on 14 Jan-


uary to discuss the impact of the new vari-


ants and the travel restrictions that many 


countries are imposing to contain them. 


The committee called for a global effort 


to sequence more SARS-CoV-2 genomes to 


help track mutations.


The more transmissible variant, B.1.1.7, is 


already spreading rapidly in the United King-


dom, Ireland, and Denmark, and probably 


in many other countries. But scientists are 


just as worried about 501Y.V2, a variant de-


tected in South Africa. Some of the mutations 


it carries, including ones named E484K and 


K417N, change its surface protein, spike, and 


have been shown in the lab to reduce how well 


monoclonal antibodies combat the virus. In a 


preprint published earlier this month, Jesse 


Bloom, an evolutionary biologist at the Fred 


Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, showed 


that E484K also reduced the potency of con-


valescent sera from some donors 10-fold


—although he is quick to add this does 


not necessarily mean the mutation would 


cause people’s immunity to the new strain 


to drop 10-fold.


P.1 adds to the concerns because it appears 


to have hit on a similar constellation of muta-
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COVID-19 


New mutations raise specter of ‘immune escape’
SARS-CoV-2 variants found in Brazil and South Africa may evade human antibodies
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Relatives attend 


a COVID-19 


victim’s burial in 


Manaus, Brazil, 


on 13 January.
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tions and has emerged in a place with a high 


level of immunity. “Anytime you see the same 


mutations arising and starting to spread mul-


tiple times, in different viral strains across 


the world, that’s really strong evidence that 


there’s some evolutionary advantage to those 


mutations,” Bloom says.


Like B.1.1.7, the Brazilian variant is al-


ready on the move. Just as Faria was finish-


ing his analysis of the Brazilian genomes, a 


report was published of a variant detected 


in travelers arriving in Japan from Brazil—


and it turned out to be P.1. (As Science went 


to press, U.S. researchers also reported sev-


eral new variants, but their importance re-


mained unclear.)


HOW THESE NEW variants are affecting the 


course of the pandemic is unclear. In Manaus, 


for example, P.1 might have nothing to do 


with the new surge in infections; people’s 


immunity might simply be waning, says Uni-


versity of Oxford epidemiologist 


Oliver Pybus. Or it might be driv-


ing the boost because it is trans-


mitted more easily, like B.1.1.7, not 


because it can evade the immune 


response. “Of course it could be a 


combination of these factors, too,” 


Pybus says.


Similarly, in a recent model-


ing study, researchers at the Lon-


don School of Hygiene & Tropical 


Medicine calculated that South Af-


rica’s 501Y.V2 variant could be 50% 


more transmissible but no better 


at evading immunity, or just as 


transmissible as previous variants 


but able to evade immunity in one 


in five people previously infected. 


“Reality may lie between these ex-


tremes,” the authors wrote.


Ester Sabino, a molecular bio-


logist at the University of São Paulo, São 


Paulo, has launched a study to find reinfec-


tions in Manaus that could help decide be-


tween these hypotheses for P.1. Lab studies 


investigating the variants are also underway. 


The United Kingdom on 15 January launched 


a new consortium, G2P-UK (for “genotype to 


phenotype-UK”), headed by Wendy Barclay 


of Imperial College London, to study the ef-


fects of emerging mutations in SARS-CoV-2. 


One idea discussed at the 12 January WHO 


meeting is to set up a biobank that would aid 


studies by housing virus samples, as well as 


plasma from vaccine recipients and recov-


ered patients.


Interactions between the new mutations 


may make it harder to tease out their effects. 


The variants from the United Kingdom, South 


Africa, and Manaus all share a mutation 


named N501Y, for instance, or Nelly, as some 


researchers call it. But the mutation, which 


affects the spike protein, also occurs in some 


variants that do not spread faster, suggesting 


N501Y does not operate alone, says Kristian 


Andersen of Scripps Research: “Nelly might 


be innocent, except maybe when she’s hang-


ing with her bad friends.”


Bloom thinks none of the changes is likely 


to let the virus escape the immune response 


entirely. “But I would expect that those vi-


ruses have some advantage when a lot of 


the population has immunity”—which might 


help explain the surge in Manaus.


SO FAR THE VIRUS does not appear to have 


become resistant to COVID-19 vaccines, 


says vaccinologist Philip Krause, who chairs 


a WHO working group on COVID-19 vac-


cines. “The not-so-good news is that the 


rapid evolution of these variants suggests 


that if it is possible for the virus to evolve 


into a vaccine-resistant phenotype, this may 


happen sooner than we like,” he adds. That 


possibility adds to the urgency of putting 


good surveillance in place to detect such es-


cape variants early on, says biostatistician 


Natalie Dean of the University of Florida.


Some scientists worry that proposed 


changes in vaccine dosing regimens could 


hasten the evolution of such strains. Des-


perate to tame a massive surge in cases, the 


United Kingdom on 30 December decided 


to allow up to 12 weeks between the first 


and second dose of two authorized vac-


cines, rather than the 3 or 4 weeks used in 


the vaccines’ clinical trials, so more people 


can get their first dose quickly and have at 


least some immunity. And the Trump ad-


ministration decided to ship all available 


doses immediately, rather than holding 


back 50% to guarantee that people receive 


their second doses on time. That policy, 


which the Biden administration has said it 


will follow, could inadvertently extend the 


dosing interval if future vaccine deliveries 


don’t arrive or aren’t administered on time.


Widespread delays of the second dose 


might create a pool of millions of people 


with enough antibodies to slow the virus and 


avoid getting sick, but not enough to wipe it 


out. That could well be the perfect recipe for 


creating vaccine-resistant strains, says viro-


logist Florian Krammer of the Icahn School 


of Medicine at Mount Sinai: “If we end up 


with everybody just getting one dose with no 


doses available for a timely boost, that would 


in my opinion, be a problem.”


But others say unchecked spread of the 


virus poses greater risks. “It’s carnage out 


there,” says evolutionary microbiologist 


Andrew Read of Pennsylvania State Uni-


versity, University Park. “Twice as many 


people with partial immunity has got to be 


better than full immunity in half of them.” 


Historically, few viruses have managed 


to evolve resistance to vaccines, with the 


notable exception of seasonal 


influenza, which evolves so rap-


idly on its own—without vaccine 


pressure—that it requires a newly 


designed vaccine every year.


If vaccine-resistant SARS-


CoV-2 strains emerge, vaccines 


might need to be updated. Several 


vaccines could be easily changed 


to reflect the latest changes, but 


regulators might balk at autho-


rizing them without seeing up-


dated safety and efficacy data, 


Krause says. If new variants cir-


culate alongside older strains, 


multivalent vaccines, effective 


against several lineages, might 


even be needed. “To be clear: 


These are downstream consider-


ations,” Krause says. “The public 


should not think that this is immi-


nent, and that new vaccines will be needed.” 


But Ravindra Gupta, a researcher at the Uni-


versity of Cambridge, says manufacturers 


should start to produce vaccines designed 


to generate immunity to mutated versions of 


the spike protein, because they keep cropping 


up. “It tells us that we should have these mu-


tations in our vaccines, so that you shut off 


one of the avenues for the virus to go down.”


For now, increased transmissibility is 


the biggest worry, says virologist Angela 


Rasmussen of Georgetown University. “I’m 


puzzled why [that] isn’t a bigger part of the 


conversation,” she says. The U.S. hospital 


system, she says, “is at capacity in many 


places and further increases in transmis-


sion can tip us over the edge where the 


system collapses. Then we’ll start seeing 


potentially huge increases in mortality.” j


 With reporting by Meredith Wadman.


People line up to receive a COVID-19 vaccine in Birmingham, U.K.
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nationally and regionally (“COVID-19 Vaccine Distribution:  Update on a Work in Progress”). 
The next 2 Town Halls will focus on advancing in treatment – Jan 28th focused on antibody

therapy (David Beckham) and Feb 4th on other therapeutics (Lakshmi Chauhan and Steve
Johnson).  DOM Town Halls are accessible at our website
(https://medschool.cuanschutz.edu/medicine/faculty-affairs/covid-19).  Recent Town Hall
include:

·       Dec 2, 2020 "UCH COVID Command Center "What it is and How it Works” 

·       Dec 10, 2020 "Vaccine Distribution"

·       Dec 17, 2020 "Your Charge is Low: How to Manage Pandemic Depletion"

·       Jan 7, 2021 "COVID-19: What Happened post-Thanksgiving and What’s Next?”
·       Jan 13, 2021 "Implications of Genetic Variants of SARS-CoV-2: A New Pandemic

Phase?”
·       Jan 21, 2021  “COVID-19 Vaccine Distribution:  Update on a Work in Progress”
·       Jan 28, 2021 (7-8 PM):  “Update on SARS-CoV-2 specific antibody therapies for Covid-

19”

Join Zoom Meeting:  https://ucdenver.zoom.us/j/96282507513?
pwd=V3FIbGo0Y0VBcGhoRWlsL2xYSUZQZz09
Meeting ID: 962 8250 7513; Passcode: 961584

 
Please hang in there, keep up the great work, and let’s continue to support each other.  While
uncertainty is clearly evident, there is light at the end of the tunnel.  Please let me know if
there’s anything I can do for you or any other topics you’d like me to address.  My very best
wishes to you and your families.
David
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